
Have you ever wondered
how they take those pictures
of waterfalls where the mov-
ing water looks like cotton
candy yet everything else in
the picture is sharp? The
technique involves using a
very slow shutter speed of
around 1 to 2 seconds to get
the blurring effect. But to
keep the rest of the picture
sharp, the camera is mounted
on a tripod. Any experienced
photographer or videograph-
er can attest that a steady
camera results in sharper pic-
tures. In my last article I
mentioned how a mini tripod
could be handy in helping to
capture images. In this article
I will explore tripods a little
further and provide a few tips
for their use.

There are different types
of tripods for photography
and videography. No, it’s not a
conspiracy to sell you more
equipment. The difference
isn’t so much in the legs of the
tripod, but in the head, which
is where the camera attaches.
A photo tripod will allow
movements for lateral tilt,
front tilt and panning. Later-
al tilt is not wanted on a video
tripod as it needs to be level
which is done with adjusting
the legs. If the tripod is not
level you will get a tilted hori-
zon when panning. In addi-
tion, a video tripod head
offers resistance when pan-
ning, a feature called fluid

dampening, which gives
smooth movement. Of course,
you can use either type of tri-
pod in a pinch, but you will
get better results if you use
one designed for the type of
imagery you are recording.

The tripod heads for both
look different. Photo tripod
heads come multiple styles
with the two most common
ones being either a ball head
or a three-way adjust.The ball
head allows you to position the
camera into any position with
just control, which makes it
fast and easy to use.The three-
way head offers separate con-
trols for tilting, panning and
more precise positioning.
Video tripod heads usually
don’t offer as many features
and are distinguished by a
long arm extending from the
head making panning easy.
On better tripods, the heads
and legs are viewed as sepa-
rate components, making it
possible to use one set of legs
for types of legs.

Tripods come in a wide
variety of features, prices and
quality and you may find that
one single tripod won’t suit all
your needs. A tripod that is
very light and sturdy may be
outside your budget if it is
made from carbon fiber. A
less-expensive tripod that is
sturdy may be too big and
heavy to haul around all day
for a hike in the woods. A per-
sonal consideration for me is
the overall size. When I travel
I take a tripod that will fit
into my suitcase.

One feature for tripods
that I place on the “must
have” list is a quick release
system. With a quick release
system, you attach a plate to
the bottom of your camera
which specially mates with
the tripod head. Mounting
and un-mounting the camera
can be done in seconds with a
release lever.

Here are a few general tips
for tripod usage.

• One of the most impor-
tant things to do with a video
tripod is making sure that it
is level. Otherwise when you
pan the camera, your horizon
will tilt.

• If you want your legs lev-
el, but don’t plan on fully
extending the legs. First
adjust one leg to the height
you want and then while hold-

ing tripod vertical with that
leg touching the ground, lower
the other two legs to match.
Good tripods will have a built
in bubble level to help you
fine-tune your adjustments.

• When the camera is
mounted on a tripod,be sure to
secure or remove any straps
attached to the camera. I per-
sonally have had the heart-
stopping moment when I
stepped away from my tripod
only to hear it crash to the
ground,along with the camera,
because the strap had caught
onto a piece of my clothing.

• When you set up your tri-
pod, be sure the ground under-

neath it is firm and that any
extended legs are securely
locked. If you have a tripod
with legs that can not be
securely tightened, get a new
one. Using such a tripod is just
a recipe for disaster.Again I’ve
learned this firsthand, when I
saw a tripod leg start to slip
causing the camera and tripod
tumble to the ground.

• When using a tripod for
photos, it is a good idea to use
a remote release cable so you
aren’t touching the camera
when the picture is taken. If
your camera doesn’t have this
option, use the self-timer.

• Now with heightened

security and safety issues,
tripods are not welcome
everywhere and may even
require a permit. For exam-
ple, if you try to set up a tri-
pod on the stairs of the Lin-
coln Memorial, you may get
chased away by park security.
Learn of any restrictions
before setting up.

Remember a bargain tri-
pod may not be a bargain if it
falls over in a breeze or can-
not support the weight of
your camera. A tripod may
not always be convenient to
use, but the improvement in
your imagery can be worth
the added effort.
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I have a love-hate relation-
ship with batteries.

I love how battery powered
devices offer us the mobility to
use electrical devices just
about anywhere. Just think
how our lives would change if
everything had to be plugged
in and electrical outlet. I love
how the technological develop-
ments in batteries have led to
more efficient usage and longer
life. I smile every time I look at
the stack of batteries that I
used to need that have now
been replaced with a single,
lighter and smaller battery.

But there is one thing I
hate about batteries, no mat-
ter how improved they are. It
seems like every time I go to
use a battery-operated device,
the battery is dead, near
dead, and either needs to be
replaced or be recharged. Add
to this problem, the charger
for these devices is usually
proprietary.

For devices I use frequent-
ly this can be problematic, as
charging times can vary by
hours making the device
unusable. So part of my
defense strategy is to have
extra batteries and chargers.
I have had success with using
aftermarket products. These
are products made by compa-
nies other than the manufac-
turer of your device. Of course
the downside to this is all
those attractive ganglions of
charging devices located in
my kitchen, office, and car
etc., as well as keeping track
of what is charged and what

is not.
Here are a few tips to help

prolong battery life batteries
while using your camera.

• Keep in mind that a dig-
ital camera whether photo or
video is a small computer
with a lens attached to it. It
continually uses battery pow-
er. Some cameras have a sleep
mode when not being used,
while others just die a quiet
death as the battery runs out.
Turn off the camera when not
in use.

• Unless you manually
zoom your lens, it is run by a
small motor. Avoid unneces-
sary zooming.

• If you have an optical
viewfinder, and don’t need to
use the LCD screen, shut it
off. The LCD screen is a big
drain on the battery.

• Avoid reviewing pictures
until you can load them into
your computer. Also if you can
control how long a picture is
displayed after taking it,
reduce the time.

Keep in mind is that a bat-
tery will not hold its charge
indefinitely or last forever. A
charged battery can lose its
charge within weeks whether
it is used or not. A recharge-
able battery offers a diminish-
ing return from the moment
you take it out of the box. I
have found that many
rechargeable batteries have a
life of about five years, regard-
less of use. As unpleasant a
statistic as that may be, it
sure beats the alternative of
having to be plugged in.

Pros and cons of batteries

PHOTO PROVIDED
Advances in battery technology have come a long way in
a few years. The lithium ion battery on the left can provide
power to a camera for as long as it used to take a stack of
lead acid batteries.

and learn which one suits your photography needs best

PHOTO PROVIDED
A quick release system for a tripod can make using a tripod more enjoyable.


